Form® is a collection of standard prefabricated products that can be combined to create a unique look and space. Headwalls, footwalls, sinkwalls, sidewalls and benchwalls can be configured within the collection to best serve the clinician and design aesthetic. **FORM® YOUR SPACE** to create a great look that is clinically functional and within budget.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX with the Radius Panel Option

Semi-Recessed
Radius Panels are 3D-laminated

Curvilinear & Modern. Semi-Recessed for minimal patient room intrusion.
ADD FOOTWALLS, SINKWALLS, SIDEWALLS AND BENCHWALLS FOR A COMPLETE ROOM SOLUTION
Concealed glove box holders

Integrated paper towel holders

Quartz or solid surface countertops

Casework
HAVE A SEAT AND STAY AWHILE

Introducing the Benchwall

Casework
Wardrobe features hide and slide-out workspace

Bench Cubbies provide ample storage
**Form® Headwall Features**

**CLINICAL FEATURES**
- High and low-acuity standard headwalls
- Recessed horizontal channels for equipment and storage management
- Ergonomic placement of gas and electrical outlets
- Integrated cord management side trim option allows clinicians to tuck cords into the trim to provide clear access to the headwall
- Vertical Track side trim option increases accessorizing capabilities
- Infection Control option for panel seams: MSC’s patented WellJoint® featuring CuVerro® Bactericidal Copper Surfaces

**DESIGN FEATURES**
- Choose from Surface-Mount or Semi-Recessed units in either Floor-Mount or Floating options
- 3D-laminated panels, with a wide variety of 3D laminate options
- Standard or Radius Panel option
- Decorative side trim option provides a polished appearance from panel to wall
- Panels can be easily removed and replaced for quick renovation or a new design scheme
- Matching Footwalls, Sinkwalls, Sidewalls and Benchwalls can be added for a cohesive and complete room solution

**INSTALLATION FEATURES**
- Prefabricated to be piped and wired above finished ceiling
- Heavy-gauge steel support frame
- Steel leveling base
- Panels mount to frame with MSC hanger brackets, which allow each panel to be adjusted to the proper fit
- Surface-Mount option provides a quick, lower-cost renovation
- Easy to install

**ADAPTABILITY/EXPANDABILITY FEATURES**
- Modular additions to increase product lifecycle
- Repurpose: Surface-Mount headwalls can be dismantled and moved to new locations
- Reconfigure: Add-on options for future acuity changes or expansion needs
- Replace: Panel system can easily be removed and replaced for upgraded aesthetics without significant downtime

---

WellJoint® is manufactured with CuVerro® bactericidal copper along the perimeter of each headwall panel to help inhibit buildup and growth of bacteria* in the most difficult to clean areas of the headwall—the panel seams.

Laboratory testing has shown that when cleaned regularly, this surface kills more than 99.9% of bacteria* within 2 hours, and continues to kill 99.9% of bacteria* even after repeated contamination.

*Visit www.modularservices.com for more information. CuVerro® is a registered trademark of GBC Metals, LLC and is used with permission (MS-0004-1604).
Form® Casework Features

CLINICAL FEATURES
• ADA countertops and sinks
• Recessed horizontal channels for equipment and storage management
• Integrated glove boxes and paper towel holders
• Under-cabinet LED lighting option for a well-lit workspace
• WellJoint® Infection Control option for panel seam protection
• Soft-close hinges
• Ample storage space

DESIGN FEATURES
• Surface-Mount units in either Floor-Mount or Floating options
• 3D-laminated panels & casework with a wide variety of 3D laminate options
• Decorative side trim option provides a polished appearance from panel to wall
• Sconce light provision options
• Art glass options— writable and magnetic glass
• Select from Quartz or solid surface countertops
• Options for integrated wardrobes, benches, desks
• Integrated USB outlets
• Casework and panels can be easily removed and replaced for quick renovation or a new design scheme
• Ability to match headwall aesthetic for a cohesive and complete room solution

INSTALLATION FEATURES
• Heavy-gauge steel support frame
• Steel leveling base
• Panels and casework mount to frame with MSC hanger brackets, to easily adjust to the proper fit
• Surface-Mount option provides a quick, lower-cost renovation
• Easy to install

ADAPTABILITY/EXPANDABILITY FEATURES
• Modular additions to increase product lifecycle
• Repurpose: Surface-Mount units can be dismantled and moved to new locations
• Reconfigure: Add-on options for future room changes or expansion needs
• Replace: Casework and panels can easily be removed and replaced for upgraded aesthetics without significant downtime
Modular Services Company is a medical products design company that creates and manufactures advanced prefabricated products: Medical Headwalls, Footwalls, Sinkwalls, Fixed/Rotating Columns, Booms and more. We strive to increase functionality for the clinical staff in the bedside environment and offer smart, high design/aesthetic options for the design team - all with systems that are manufactured to make construction of the patient space both simple and efficient.

For more information about Modular Services Company and the products we create, please visit www.modularservices.com.